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ABOUT THIS BOOK

Access - One step at a time has been written to ielp
users to store and retrieve information using this latest
Windows database from Microsoft. No previous
knowledge of database design is assumed.

The book does not describe how to install Microsoft
Windows, or how to set up your computer's hardware,
although some aspects of the Windows environment
are described in Chapter 3. If you need to know more
about these topics, then may we suggest that you
select an appropriate level book for your needs from
the 'Also Available' list - the books are graduated in
complexity with the less demanding One Step at a Time
series, followed by the Concise Introduction series,
followed by the Concise User's guide series, to the
more detailed Explained series. They are all published
by BERNARD BABANI (publishing) Ltd.

The first chapter gives an overview of database
systems and defines the elements that make up an
Access relational database management system. The
hardware and software requirements of your system
are also discussed, so that you know in advance the
minimum system configuration for the successful use of
the package.

Below we list the major enhancements found in this
latest version of Microsoft Access over the previous
version. These are:

The ability to display ToolTips to see button
names.

The ability to move and customise Toolbars.

The ability to use shortcut menus with the use of
the right mouse button.

The use of Input Masks to facilitate data entry.

The ability to use Best -fit Column Widths in a
database table.



The ability to print detailed informat on about the
design of a database object.

The ability to use the Table Wizards to choose
from dozens of sample tables and hundreds of
fields to help build your own tables.

The ability to use the Query Wizards to create
complex queries to help you to manage your
data

The ability to define relationships between tables
using the new Relationships window.

The ability to create Forms and Reports in one
keystroke.

The use of an automatic Mail Merge facility with
Word for Windows 6.

Most features of the package (old and new) will be
discussed using simple examples that the user is

encouraged to type in, save, and modify as more
advanced features are introduced. This provides the
new user with an example that aims to help with the
learning of the most commonly used features of the
package, and should help to provide the confidence
needed to tackle some of the more advarced features
later.

This book was written with the busy person in mind. It is
not necessary to learn all there is to know about a
subject, when reading a few selected pages can usually
do the same thing quite adequately!

With the help of this book, it is hoped that you will be
able to come to terms with Microsoft Access and get
the most out of your computer in terms of efficiency,
productivity and enjoyment, and that you will be able to
do it in the shortest, most effective and informative way.

If you would like to purchase a Companion Disc for this or any of the listed
books by the same author(s1 containing the file/program listings which
appear in them, then fill in the form at the back of the bcok and send it to
P.R.M. Oliver at the stipulated address,
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1. PACKAGE OVERVIEW

Microsoft Access is a database manageme-it system
(DBMS) designed to allow users to store and retrieve
information easily and quickly. A database is a

collection of data that exists and is organisec around a
specific theme or requirement. It can be of the 'flat -file'
type, or it can have relational capabilities, as in the
case of Access, and is then known as a relaional
database management system (RDBMS).

The main difference between flat -file and relational
database systems is that the latter can store and
manipulate data in multiple 'tables', while the former
systems can only manipulate a single table at any given
time. To make accessing the data easier, each row (or
record) of data within a database -.able is structured in
the same fashion, i.e., each record will have the same
number of columns (or fields).

We define a database and its various elemen:s as
follows:

Database A collection of data organised for
a specific theme in one or more
tables.

Table A two-dimensional structure in
which data is stored, like in a

spreadsheet

Record A row of information in a table
relating to a single entry and
comprising one or more fields.

Field A single column of information of
the same type, such as people's
names.

In Access the maximum number of tables in a database
is limited to 128 and the maximum number of fielcs in a
table to 256. However, the maximum number of records
in a table is limited only by the capacity of your system.
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A good example of a flat -file database is the invoicing
details kept on clients by a company. These details
could include name of client, description of work done,
invoice number, and amount charged, as follows:

NAME Consultancy Invoice Value

VORTEX Co. Ltd Wind Tunnel Tests 9501 120.84

AVON Construction Adhesive Tests 9502 103.52

BARROWS Associates Tunnel Design Tests 950 99.32

STONEAGE Ltd Carbon Dating Tests 9504 55.98

PARKWAY Gravel Material Size Tests 9505 180.22

WESTVVOOD Ltd Load Bearing Tests 9506 68.52

Such a flat -file DBMS is too limited for the type of
information normally held by most companies. If the
same client asks for work to be carried out regularly,
then the details for that client (which could include
address, telephone and fax numbers, contact name,
date of invoice, etc., will have to be entered several
times. This can lead to errors, but above all to
redundant information being kept on a client - each
entry will have to have the name of the client, their
address, telephone and fax numbers.

The relational facilities offered by Access, overcome
the problems of entry errors and duplication of
information. The ability to handle multiple tables at any
one time allows for the grouping of data into sensible
subsets. For example, one table, called client, could
hold the name of the client, their address, telephone
and fax numbers, while another table, called invoice,
could hold information on the work dole, invoice
number, date of issue, and amount charged. The two
tables must have one unique common fie d, such as
client reference number. The advantage is that details
of each client are entered and stored only once, thus
reducing the time and effort wasted on entering
duplicate information, and also reducing the space
required for data storage.
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Hardware and Software Requirements

If Microsoft Access is already installed on your
computer, you can safely skip the rest of this chapter.

To install and use Access, you need an IBM-compatible
computer equipped with Intel's 80386sx (or higher)
processor. The minimum recommended processor
speed is 20 megahertz (MHz). In addition, yoJ need a
system with 6 megabytes (MB) of random-access
memory (RAM), although 8MB are recommended, and
a hard disc with 19MB of free space for a typical
installation. You will also need the DOS operating
system version 3.1 or later, and either the Windows 3.1,
the Windows for Workgroups 3.11, the Windows 95, or
the Windows NT environment.

Realistically, to run a reasonably sized Microsoft
Access database with relational capabilities, you will
need a 486 or a Pentium PC with preferably 8M3 of
RAM, with a VGA or higher display capability.

Although it is possible to operate Microsoft Access 'ram
the keyboard, the availability of a mouse is highly
desirable. After all, pointing and clicking at an optioi on
the screen to start an operation or command, is a lot
easier than having to learn several different key
combinations.

Installing Access

Installing Access on your computer's hard disc is made
very easy with the use of the SETUP program, which
even configures Access automatically to take
advantage of the computer's hardware. You need to run
the SETUP program because part of its ob is to
convert compressed Access files from the d stribution
discs prior to copying them onto your hard disc..

To install Access, start Windows, then use the Program
Manager's File, Run command, as shown ove leaf.
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On selecting the command, the following dialogue boxopens:
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If the application
was distributed on
diskettes, insert
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drive and type in
the Command
Line box

a:setup

Pressing the OK button, starts the installation ofMicrosoft Access. When a new disc is required, theinstallation program will inform you.
When all discs have

Micosoft Acce ss12151

Microsoft
Access

-sf="
MS Access
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been read, the SETUP programwill create and cisplay a newgroup of icons, shown here,and will modify your system
files automatically so that youcan start Access easily. Iteven detects your computer's
processor and display, and
configures Access to runsmoothly with your system.
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2. STARTING ACCESS

To start Access you need to first start Windows. When
the program is loaded, open the Windows
Program Manager, and f you are using a
mouse, point to the Access icon, shown here,

Mcrosolt and double-click the left mouse button.
Access

With the keyboard, after opening the Windows
Program Manager, use the <Ctrl+Tab> key ccmbination
(while holding the <Ctrl> key down, press tie <Tab>
key), until the Microsoft Access Group is highlighted,
then use the cursor keys to highlight the Access
application icon, and press the <Enter> key.

The Welcome to Microsoft Access Screen

It is perhaps worth spending some time looking through
the various parts of the MS Access Cue Cards that
teach you about Mic-osoft Access.
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1
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For example, to Get a quick introduction point to the
first W button and click the left mouse button. This

opens up a new MS Access
Cue Cards window with
more options for you to
choose from.

If you don't want the Cue
Cards window to open next
time you start Access, click
at the small square at the
bottom of the opening
screen so that a large X
appears in it.

If you are unfamiliar with the
Windows environment, then
read the rest of this chapter
as well as the next one.

We use the word 'Windows'
to refer to the whole
Windows enviror ment, while
the word 'windows' refers to

application (program) or document windows. There are
two types of windows that can appear on your screen;
the 'applications' windows which contain running
programs, and 'document' windows which appear when
applications can open more than one document (we will
see an example of this shortly), but share the
application window's menu.

MS Access Cue Cards
Menu I Search t flack

Quick Overview

k Atm( do you wart to learn about",

0 Databases

0 Tables

QQ Queues

0 Forms
0 Reports
0 Macros
Li Modules

rrn ready to start using Microsoft
Access'

Parts of the Access Screen

Some documents or applications you choose to work
with in Access, such as the MS Access Cue Cards,
open and use a separate window to display in. In order
to illustrate the various parts of the Access screen, we
look again at the Access opening screen with the MS
Access Cue Cards application also displaying its
welcoming screen.
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Application and document windows can have some
common screen elements. However, not all windows
use all of the available elements. For examp e, in the
above two windows there are no scroll bars. These and
other missing elements will be examined later.

Although more than one window can be displayed
simultaneously, only one is the active window (which
normally displays at the top of any other non -active
windows, the exception being MS Access Cue Cards -
to close it, press <Alt+F4>). Title bars of non -active
windows appear a lighter shade than those of the active
ones. In the above example, the Microsoft Access
window is the active one. To activate the other window,
click with the left mouse button anywhere within it.

The various screen areas have the following functions.
These are described from the top of the screen,
working from left to right.
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Area

Control menu box

Menu bar

Title bar

Tool Bar

Restore button

Function

Clicking on the top menu
box (upper -left corner of the
window), displays the pull -

down Control menu which
can be used to control the
program window. It include
commands for re -sizing,
moving, maximising, mini-
mising, switching to another
task, and closing the
window.

The bar below the Title bar
which allows you to choose
from several menu options.
Clicking on a menu item dis-
plays the pull -down menu
associated with that item.
The listed options depend
on the specific application.

The bar at the top of a win-
dow which displays the ap-
plication name and the
name of the current docu-
ment.

The bar below the Menu bar
which contains buttons that
give you mouse click access
to the functions most often
used in the program.

Clicking on this button re-
stores the active window to
the position and size occu-
pied before being maxi-
mised or minimised. The
restore button is then re-
placed by a maximise
button.
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Minimise box

Mouse pointer

Status bar

The button you point to and
click to store an application
as a small symbol at the bot-
tom of the screen Double
clicking on such an icon will
restore the screen.

The arrow which appears
when the pointer is placed
over menus, scrolling bars,
buttons, and directory lists.

The area at the lower -left
corner of a window in which
the current program status
and present process is dis-
played.

Below we show additional screen elements not found in
our previous screens:

11,,unn.e button

Elie Lott flookmart HelpI= rml
Microsoft Access Help Contents

Microsoft Access 20 Help

LattlattitaVIDILAGSKU
SIepeeeep neezten. To 1.0P yeti...Me
pee .3.

CselLetsts
The wire emelt Mope p1 Yon leemeet
Ieses eh put ev

Search

Te  s_441. op edged - Imo Ike Irs1
Theo armee Them J.

Item 101ame? 3/6.2 11Cert0 .1Dge4ted
I 2 . 1 4 commend
I . 2. 3. T caramewel
3D Mesa
Akeee llama Avers

Vertical scroll tar Scroll arrow Scroll button

Maximise button The button you point to and
click to fill the screen with
the active window. When
that happens, the Maximise
button changes to a Restore
(vertical double -headed) ar-
row which can be used to
restore the window to its for-
mer size.
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Scroll bars

Scroll arrows

Scroll boxes

The bars on the extreme
right and bottom of each
window that contain a scroll
box. Clicking on these bars
allows you to see parts of a
document that might not be
visible in that size window.

The arrowheads at each
end of each scroll bar at
which you can click to scroll
the screen up and down one
line, or left and right one
character, at a time.

The boxes on the Scroll
bars that indicate the rela-
tive position of the visible
part of the document with re-
spect to the whole.

The Menu Bar Options:
Each window's menu bar option has associated with it a
pull -down sub -menu, with the Control menu common toall applications. To activate the menu of a window,
either press the <Alt> key, which causes the first option
of the menu (in this case File) to be highlighted, then

use the right and left arrow
keys to highlight any of the
options in the menu, orOpen Database... Ctrl'( use the mouse to point toCompact Database...

Convert Database an option. Pressing either
EnclYPVDecrypt Database...

the <Enter> key, or the leftBepair Database...

file Help

New Database... CtrIsN

Too!liars_

Add ins

I D3SAMPAPPS1NWIND.MDB
Z A.AADEPT.IADD

DASAMPAPPSISOLUTION.MDD
4 DASAMPAPPSWRDERS.14D0

Egit

mouse button, reveals the
pull -down sub -menu of the
highlighted menu option.

The sub -menu of the File
option of the Microsoft
Access window, is shown
here.
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Menu options can also be activated directly by pressing
the <Alt> key followed by the underlined letter of the
required option. Thus pressing <Alt+F>, causes the
pull -down sub -menu of File to be cisplayed. You can
use the up and down arrow keys to move the
highlighted bar up and down a sub -menu, or the right
and left arrow keys to move along the options in the
menu bar. Pressing the <Enter> key selects the
highlighted option or executes the highlighted
command. Pressing the <Esc> key once, closes the
pull -down sub -menu, while pressing the <Esc> key for
a second time, closes the menu system.

Depending on what you are doing with Access, the
items on the menu bar can be different from those of
the opening screen. For example, when working with
an existing database, or creating a new database, the
menu options change to the ones shown below:

This is to be expected since available menu options
reflect the type of work you are doing at the time.
Similarly, the sub -menu under the File option of the
above screen is different from the one of the Access
opening screen. In general, menu options offer the
following:

File Produces a pull -down menu of mainly
file related tasks, which allow you,
amongst other things, to create a 'new'
database, 'open' an existing database,
'rename' a database, 'print' a database,
and 'exit' the program.

Edit Produces a pull -down menu wlich
allows you to 'undo' changes made,
'cut', 'copy' and 'paste' text.

11



Security Allows you to specify the level of
security required.

View Allows you to view several database
elements, such as 'tables', 'queries',
'forms', and 'reports'.

Window Allows you to 'open' a new window,
display multiple windows on your screen
in 'cascade' or 'tile' form or 'arrange
icons' within an active window in a
pre -determined spacing.

Help Activates the help window and displays
an 'index' of help or offers help on
selected topics.

For a more detailed description of each sub -menu item,
either highlight it and read the text on the status bar, or
press Fl to use the on-line Help system.

Dialogue Boxes

Three periods after a sub -menu option or command,
means that a dialogue box will open when the option or
command is selected. A dialogue box is used for the
insertion of additional information, such as the name of
a file.

To see a dialogue box, first point and click (once) on
the Open Database icon, shown here. The
Open Database dialogue box appears on the
screen, as shown below:

0  en Dalabase

udett md,
wt.

11=7 d

1E5 seleueops

um ra. Dpi:77.1.!';,...61/4"«%i71.Pirff"
Dedshedas I. MEd

r -,"
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When a dialogue box opens, the <Tab> key can be
used to move the cursor from one field to another
(<Shift+Tab> moves the cursor backwards), or
alternatively you can move directly to a desired field by
holding the <Alt> key down and pressing the underlined
letter in the field name.

Within a group of options you can use the arrow keys to
move from one option to another. Having selected an
option or typed in information, you must press a
command button, such as the OK or Cancel button, or
choose from additional options. To select the OK button
with the mouse, simply point and click, while with the
keyboard, you must first press the <Tab> key until the
dotted rectangle moves to the required button, and then
press the <Enter> key.

The Open Database dialogue box, contains 'List' boxes
which show a column of available choices, like the ones
under File Name and Directories. If there are more
choices than can be seen in the area provided for these
lists, use the scroll bars to reveal them. To select a
single item from a List box, either double-click the item,
or use the arrow keys to highlight the item and press
<Enter>.

Also note that this dialogue box contains List boxes that
you need to open, such as the List Files of Type and
Drives, by clicking at their respective down-arrow
button. The same dialogue box contains 'Check' boxes
which offer a list of options you can switch on or off.
Selected options show a cross in the box against the
option name, like the one against Exclusive.

Other dialogue boxes contain 'Option' buttons with a list
of mutually exclusive items. The default choice is
marked with a black dot against its name, while
unavailable options are dimmed.

To cancel a dialogue box, either press the Cancel
button, or the <Esc> key. Pressing the <Esc> key in
succession, closes one dialogue box at a time, and
eventually aborts the menu option.
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Using Help in Access

The Access Help Program provides comprehensive on-
line help. No matter what you are doing, pressing the

Fl function key displays a help screen. For
example, clicking the New Database icon to
display the New Database dialogue box, then
pressing the Fl key, produces the right help
window screen below. This window has been

sized and moved from its original position, something
you will learn to do in the next chapter.
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To close a Help window, or indeed any window, and
return to your original screen, either double-click the
window Control Menu Box (the large negative sign at
the top left corner of the window), use <Alt+F4', or use
the File, Exit command from within that window.

Another way of getting context sensitive help is to
double-click the Help button on the Tool bar,
shown here, then move the modified mouse
pointer to an Access menu option or to a
given Tool bar button and click the left mouse

button. This opens an appropriate help screen.
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3. THE WINDOWS ENVIRONMENT

Microsoft Windows allows the display of multiple
applications or multiple documents of a single
application. Each of these Windows applications or
documents, displays on the screen in its own window,
which can be full screen size, part screen size, or
reduced to an icon. Also, document windows of a single
application can be tiled or cascaded on the screen for
easy access.

The Mouse Pointers

In Access, as with all other graphical based programs,
the use of a mouse makes many operations both easier
and more fun to carry out.

Access makes use o: the mouse pointers available in
Windows, as illustrated below, which it uses for its
various functions. When the program is initially staled
up the first you will see is the hourglass, wh ch turns
into an upward pointing hollow arrow once the Access
screen appears on your display. Other shapes depend
on the type of work you are doing at the time.

The hourglass which displays wren you
are waiting while performing a function.

The arrow which appears when the pointer
is placed over menus, scrolling bars, and
buttons.

The I-beam which appears in no-mal text
areas of the screen.

The large 4 -headed arrow which appears
after choosing the Control, Move/Size
command(s) for moving or sizing windows.

15



The double arrows which appear when
over the border of a window, used to
drag the side and alter the size of the
window.

The Help hand which appears in the
help windows, and is used to access
'hypertext' type links.

Microsoft Access like other Windows applications, has
additional mouse pointers which facilitate the execution
of selected commands. These are:

The query pointer which appears on the
screen after you click the Help button on
the Tool bar. Pointing to a command
name or an area on the screen and
clicking, allows you to view a Help topic
relating to the selected item.

4 The vertical pointer which appears when
pointing over a column in a table and
used to select the column.

The horizontal pointer which appears
when pointing at a row in a table and
used to select the row.

The slanted arrow which appears when
the pointer is placed in the selection bar
area of a table.

The vertical split arrow which appears
when pointing over the area separating
two columns and used to size a column.

The horizontal split arrow which appears
when pointing over the area separating
two rows and used to size a row.

16



Manipulating Windows

To use Access or any Windows program effectively,
you will need to be able to manipulate a series of
windows, to select which one is to be active, to move
them. or change their size, so that you can see all the
relevant parts of each one. What follows is a short
discussion on how to manipulate wirdows.

To help with the illustration of the various pants tp be
discussed shortly, we will create three windows it the

Microsoft Access program. To do this, start
Access in the usual way by double-clicking on
the Access icon, then double-click the Open
Database icon on the Access Tool bar, shown
here, to display the Open Database dialogue

box, shown on the left of the screen dump below.

Microsoft distributes Access with an example database
called nwind.mdb which is to be found in the
\sampapps subdirectory. Selecting it and clicking the
OK button displays the right window below.

17



The screen dump of the previous page is a composite,
showing both the Open Database dialogue box and the
Database window which lists the tables that make up
nwind.mdb. These two will not display simultaneously
on your screen, as we have shown them in our screen
dump, but we use this facility to avoid almost duplicate
screen dumps, thus saving book space.

Next, double-click at the Categories table, which opens
a Categories window, as follows:
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As you can see, the Categories window is such a size
that it almost totally obscures the Database window.

Changing the Active Window:
To make the Database window the active one, point to
it and click the left mouse button, or, if you are in full
screen mode or the window is obscured, choose the
Window option of the menu and select its name from
the displayed list.
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Next, having made the Database window the active
one, double-click the Customers table to open a third
window on your screei.

It is a good idea to practise what we are describing 1 -ere
by using the three newly created Access windows. Do
not be afraid if you make mistakes - the more mistakes
you make the more you will learn!

Moving Windows and Dialogue Boxes:
When you have multiple windows or dialogue boxes on
the screen, you might want to move a particular one to
a different part of the screen. This can be achieved with
either the mouse or the keyboard, but not if the window
occupies the full screen, for obvious reasons.

To move a window, or a dialogue bcx, with the mouse,
point to the title bar and drag it (press the left button

and keep it pressed
while moving the
mouse) until the
shadow border is
where you want to
be (as shows here),
ther release the
mouse button.

To move a window
with the keyboard,
press <Alt+Spacetar>
to reveal the
Application Control
menu, or <Alt+-> to
reveal the Document
Control menu. Then,

press M to select Move which causes a fou --headed
arrow to appear in the title bar and use the arrow keys
to move the shadow border of the window to the
required place. Press <Enter> to fix the wincow in its
new position or <Esc> to cancel the -elocation.

Fbfe3131144tElizi
i -

Tables
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Sizing a Window:
You can change the size of a window with either the
mouse or the keyboard.

To size an active window with the mouse, move the
window so that the side you want to change is visible,
then move the mouse pointer to the edge of the window
or corner so that it changes to a two -headed arrow,
then drag the two -headed arrow in the direction you
want that side or corner to move. Below we are moving
the right side of the window towards the right, thus
making the window larger. Continue dragging until the

shadow border is the
size you require, then
release the mouse
button.

To size a window with
the keyboard, press
<Alt+-> to reveal the
Document Control

select Size which
causes the four -
headed arrow to
appear, as shown
here. Now press the

arrow key that corresponds to the edge you want to
move, or if a corner, press the two arrow keys
(one after the other) corresponding to the
particular corner, which causes :he pointer to
change to a two -headed arrow. Press an
appropriate arrow key in the direction you

want that side or corner to move and continue to do so
until the shadow border is the size you require, then
press <Enter> to fix the new window size.

An application window can only be sized if the
application is not running in a maximised window. To
size an application window, either use the mouse, or
press <Alt+Spacebar> and continue as above.
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Minimising and Maximising Windows:
A document window (or an application) can be

minimised into an icon
at the bottom of the
screen. This can be
done either by using the
mouse to cl ck the
'Minimise' button ithe
downward arrow in the
upper -right corner of the
window), or by Dressing
<Alt+Spacebar> or
<Alt+ > to reveal the
Application Cortrol
menu or the Document
Control menu, and

selecting n for Minimise.

In the above screen dump we show the Customers and
Categories windows minimised at The bottom of the
screen and the mouse pointer pointing at the minimise
button of the Database window.

To maximise a window so that it fills the entire screen,
either click on the 'maximise' button (the upward arrow
in the upper -right corner of the window), or press
<Alt+Spacebar> or <Alt+---> to display the Application
Control menu or the Document Control menu, and
select x for Maximise.

An application which has been minimised or maximised
can be returned to its original size and
position on the screen by either
double-clicking on its icon to expand t to
a window, or clicking on the
double -headed button in the upper -right
corner of the maximised window, shown
here, to reduce it to its former size.

With the keyboard, press <Alt+Spacebar> to display the
Application Control menu, or <Alt+ -> to display the
Document Control menu, and select R for Restore.
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Closing a Window:
A document window can be closed at any time to save
screen space and memory. To do this, either
double-click on the Control menu button (the large
hyphen in the upper -left corner of the window, or press
<Alt+-> and select C for Close from the Control menu.

If you try to close a
window of an
application document,
such as that of the
Categories table, in
which you have made
changes since the
last time you saved it,
you will get a warning
in the form of a
dialogue box asking
confirmation prior to
closing it. This

safeguards against loss of information.

Windows Display Arrangement:
In Access, as with most other Windows application
programs, you can display multiple windows in both
tiled and cascaded (overlapping) forms - the choice
being a matter of balance between persor al preference
and the type of work you are doing at the time.

On the next page we show the two forms of automatic
display using the three windows we created earlier in
Access. For the top screen dump, we used the
Window, Cascade option, while for the bottom screen
dump, we used the Window, Tile option.
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When you are using Access, or other Windows
applications, it is very easy to
open more files or documents
than you need. Unless you
check with the Window
command, as shown here, you
may not even know that some
of these files or documents are
open.

Window
Tile

Help

Cascade
Arrange Icons

Elide

Unhide...

./1 Database: NWIND
2 Table: Categories
3 Table: Customers

We recommend you check
every now and then and, to
conserve memory, close any
unwanted files or documents,

by first making them active, then either using the File,
Close command, or double-clicking the left mouse
button on the document control box. The document
control box is at the left end of the menu bar, if the
document is set to full page, or at the left end of the
document title bar, if it is windowed.
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4. DATABASE BASICS

To start designing a catabase using Microsoft Access,
start Windows, then double-click at the Access icon,

shown here. This opens the simple, two -menu
option Access screen, with the File and Help
options on the Menu bar. If the MS Access
Cue Cards program loads, double-click the
Application Control Menu Box, to close this
application.

Next click the New Database icon, shown to the left, or
use the File, New Database command, which
causes the New Database dialogue box to be
displayed, as follows:

Microsoft
Access

In the File Name
box, type the
database name.
say Adeptl , the
program will insert
automatically the
.mdb extension.
To avoid creating
this database in

the \ACCESS directory (the default directory chosen by
Access), either select the \SAMAPPS subdirectory, or a
working directory of your choice. We decided to save
this example on a floopy disc, there -Fore we clicked the

down arrow against the
Drives box, and selected
the A: drive.

On pressing the OK button,
the Database window,
shown to the left, opens. It
is from here that you can
design the various
elements that make up a
database, such as Tables,
Queries, Forms, and
Reports.
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Designing a Database Table

To design a database table, press the New button,
which displays the New Table, shown below to the right
of the Database window, with the two large buttons
Table Wizards and New Table. The first allows you to
automatically select from a list of pre -defined table
applications, while the second allows you to start
designing a table from scratch.

Clicking the Table Wizards button, opens the dialogue
box shown at the lower right corner of the composite
screen dump below.

W.n.d erehro tn. 1.p4 t anor dans. II* dela on . lade
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The database we are going to create holds the
invoicing details which the firm Adept Consultants keep
on their clients. One table will hold the details of the
clients, while another will hold the actual invoice details,
as described in Chapter 1. Therefore, we choose
'Customers' from the Sample Tables list of the Table
Wizard dialogue box, which reveals a list of appropriate
fields for that table.
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You can either select all the fields or you can select a
few. For our example we selected the following fields
Customerl D, OrganizationName, Address City,
Region, PostalCode, ContactName, PhoneNumber and
FaxNumber, by highlighting each in turn and pressing
the EJ button.

Don't worry if these field names are not exactly what
you want, as they can be changed easily. When you
have selected all the required field names, press the
Finish button, which displays the Customers Table
ready for you to enter information.

Redesigning a Database Table:
To redesign the table, including changing its field
names, click the Design View icon, or use the View,

Table Design command, and edit the Field
Name entries to those shown below. As each
field name is highlighted, a Field Properties
box appears at the bottom of the screen, in
which you should also edit the name

appearing against the Field Capt on, or remove it
altogether.
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Next, place the cursor at the end of the Data Typedescriptor of the CustomerlD field which causes adown-arrow button to be displayed. Clicking this button,
displays a drop -down
list of data types, as
shown here.
As we intend to usethe first four letters ofa company's name asthe CustomerlD field,
change the currentdata type from
Counter to Text.

Postar-ode
Contact

Phcrle
Fax
Order

Finally, first

Tea
Memo
Number
D ate/T rne

Currency
Csunte
Yes/No
OLE Obtect
ext

icon (or use the File, Savecommand) to save your designchanges, then click the DatasheetView icon (or use the View,Data5heet command) to revert tothe Customers table so that you canstart entering information, as shown below.

click the Save

VORT
AVON
BARR
ST ON

PARK
WEST
GLOW
SILV
WORM
EAU
HIRE
EURO

VORTEX Co Ltd
AVON Constucton
BARROWS Assoc:sates
S TONEAGE Ltd
PARKWAY Glevel
WE S TWOOD Ltd

GLOWORM Ltd
SILVERSMITH Co
WORMGLA7E Lid
EALING Engres Demi,
HIRE Sconce E quipment
EUROBASE Co Ltd

Wody House
Rrversde House
Ban ars House

St Austell
Connell TR1E11FXh eeotd-on-Avon WWO* thie A1/15 2EreiElockno Carmel PL22 1XEData House

Saishasy
Aggespie House Bustcd
Wesght House

Plymouth
Light House

Brighton
Redeton House E seta
Glass House
E none House

Network Howe
Coned Hone

Wool -sestet
T evIton
Bath

Penzance

Bnan Stork
Jchn Waters
Merely BlownWishes .5E44 1BN Mike 'tonsAvon BS55 MK James Stone_Devon .P122 IAA May SinSums BR87 IDD Pete. SimlaDevon Dr213 1PL Adam SinghHarrekve WN2351R Ached GinsSomme TH17 WIT T,evo MiesAvon

.BA.76 AVE Nooks Webb_Cornwall TF15 8LK Sash Stet

The widths of the above fields were changed so that allfields could be visible on the screen at the same time.To change the width of afield, place the cursor on thecolumn separator until thecursor changes to the verticalsplit arrow, then drag thecolumn separator to the rightor left, to increase or decrease the width of the field.

voHr
r:AVON RTEX Co. Ltd

VON Conebuction

ROWS Associates
TONEAGE Ltd
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Sorting a Database Table

As you enter information into a database table, you
might elect to change the field headings by clicking the
Design Table icon and editing the Field Name entries. If
you do this, on returr to the Customers table you will
find that the records have sorted automatically in
ascending order of the entries of the field in which you
left the cursor while in the Design Table.

PhavislINIIIWFax f °Wei
8nan Storm 01 776,223344 01 776,244t6
John Waters 01 657-11 3355 01 657.2211 33
Mandy Brown 01 554664422 01554-663311 3

Mike lions 01765-234567 01765132332 4

James Stone 01534-987654 01534-984567 5
Mary Sim 01234667755 01234669988
Prier Su-nrneis 01432-746523 01432742266 7

Adam Smith 01336-997755 01336-996644 8

Rchard Glazer 011 23-654321 01123651 234 9

Trevor Mies 01336-010107_ ;01336-010109 10

Nicola Webb 01875-8822 01875-552288 11

snap slat 01736-098765 01736.0985567 12

finished entering

If you want to
preserve the order in
which you ente-ed
your data, then add
an Order field as the
last field of your
database table, and
select its data type
as Counter. This can
be done at any time,
even after you

all other information in your table.

Sorting a database table in ascending order of a
Counter type field, results in the database table
displaying in the order in which the data was originally
entered in that table. Above, we show the Contact field,
so that you can cross-check the original order of your
Customer table, as well as the rest of the information in
that table not shown in the screen dump of the previous
page.

To sort a database table in ascencing or descending
order of the entries of any field,
place the cursor in the required field
and click the Ascending or
Descending icon, shown here.

With the keyboard, select the Records, Quick Sort
command, then choose either the Ascending or the
Descending option.
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Applying a Filter to a Sort:
If you would like to sort and display only records that fitselected criteria, then click the Edit Filter/Sorticon, shown here, or use the Records, EditFilter/Sort command, which opens the Filterdialogue box, shown below.

IT

Filler: Customersf Merl

The upper portion of the dialogue box displays all thefields in the Customers table, while the lower portion iswhere you enter your filter restrictions. In the aboveexample, we chose to view, in ascending order, therecords within the CustomerslD field that start with W -we typed W* and Access displayed Like "W*".
On pressing the Filter Sort icon (shown heretop left), the Customers table displays withonly two entries, as seen in the abovecomposite screen dump. To revert to thedisplay of all the records, press the Show AllRecords icon (shown here bottom left).To obtain extensive help on the subject, including anExamples screen, use the Query Pointer on the Filterdialogue box, then select Sorting and Filtering Records,followed by Entering Criteria in a Query or Criteria.
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Using a Database Form

Once a table has been selected from the Database
window, clicking the AutoForm icon, shown here, or

using the View Form command, auto-
matically displays each record of that table in
form view. The created form for the
Customers table is shown below.

descending order of a

A form can be
used to enter,
change or view
data. They are
mainly used to
improve the .Nay in
which data is
displayed on the
screen.

Forms can also be
used to sort
records in a

database table in
ascend ng or

selected field.

When you attempt to close a
Form window, you will be
asked whether you would
like to save it. An Access
database can have lots of
different forms, each
designed with a different
purpose in mind. Saved
forms are displayed in the
Database window when you
press the Form button, as
shown here.

In a later chapter we will discuss Form design in some
detail, including their use for adding and retrieving data.
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Working with Data

Adding Records in a Table:
Whether you are in Table view or Form view, to add a

record, click the New icon, shown here.

When in Table view, the cursor jumps to the
first empty record in the table (the one with
the asterisk in the box to the left of the first

field). When in Form view, Access displays an empty
form which can be used to add a new record.

Finding Records in a Table:
Whether you are in Table or Form view, to
find a record click the Find icon, or use Edit,
Find. This opens the following dialogue box:

AVON AVON Cameraman
SARK .BARROW., --*-
WI EALING E

6URO EUR08.A
GLOW GLOW0F. Find wi,,,t I --
HIRE HIRE Sa
PARK PAREWA, Wham I lo m , A sog am I vaa IA Dim:Non- ---

VORT VORTEX.

StV SILVERS In - . ,. , r UP
$ION S TONEAl a cu..,, Fi,nd r. All Fwid.. . 6.- I2onn

,,,,,,  WE,...,S,THW'G ,...," r Match Late 7 ,.; so a ( radds as Urapaatted

Tains: Customers

Saadard-or.Avon Wavackraue AV I g 2CPlV Jahn Wean 01E571133EAlvarado Have

Find In livid: 'CustomerlD'

1 F.dr.l 1
und N., I

Boson .01554664422
cnM. 336-01 0107

m 01 7%-098 765
amat 01 4 32-746523

01875%,8821
um* 01534937654
TN 017369977%5

0176274%7
am 01 775223344

01234 4;677%
:ma '0112364321

Note the field name on the Title bar, which is
CustomerlD, indicating that the cursor was on the
CustomerlD field before we clicked the Find icon or
selected the Find command.

To find all the records starting with w, we type w* in the
Find What box of the dialogue box and we search the
Current Field. The Current Field option can be
changed to All Fields, if you so wish. However, leaving
it as it is and pressing the Find First button, highlights
the first record with the CustomerlD "WEST, as you
can see from the composite screen dump above.
Pressing the Find Next button, highlights the next
record that matches our selected criteria.
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Deleting Records from a Table:
To delete a record when in Table view, point to the box
to the left of the record to highlight the entire record, as
shown below, then press the <Del> key.

titt WEST WESTWOOD Ltd Wtpht HO U e Pl.,mot

*1

Ft2!1AA
WORM WORMGLA7E Ltd GI, Howe We-Ole:ter H  hue W11235TR

To delete a record when in Form view, first display the
record you want to delete, then use the Edit, Select
Record command to select the whole record, and
press the <Del> key.

In both cases you will be given a warning and you will
be asked to confirm your decision.

Delete, Insert, and Move Fields in a Table:
To delete a field from a table, close any forms that

might be open, then load the table from the
Database window, then press tie Design
View icon, click the row selector 70 highlight
the field you want to remove, as shown below,

and press the Delete Row icon, showr here,
or use the Edit, Delete Row command.

To insert a field in a table, display the table in Design
View, and highlight the field above which you
want to nsert the new field, and press the
Insert Row icon, shown here, or use the Edit,
Insert Row command.
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To move a field from its current to a new position in a
table, select the field you want to move, then point to
the row selector so that the mouse pointer is inclined as
shown below, and drag the row to its new position.

Note that while you are dragging the field, the mouse
pointer changes to the one pointing at the Name field in
the above composite. Releasing the mouse button,
moves the Contact field to where the Name field is now
and pushes all other fields one row down.

Printing a Table View:
You can print a database table by clicking the Print

icon, or you can preview it on
screen by clicking the Preview icon.

However, printing directly from here,
produces a pre -defined print-out,
the format of which you cannot

control effectively. For example, the selected range in
the Print dialogue box,
must be contiguous. Also,
even though you can
choose to print in portrait or
landscape form by
pressing the Setup button,
you cannot control the
printed font size.

P._ OW ,_&s 4/.
11.11

r --

For a better method of producing a printed output, see
the Report Design section.
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5. RELATIONAL DATABASE DESIGN

In order to be able to discuss relational databases, we
will add to the current database an Orders table.

Open the Adeptl database and use the New button on
the Database window to add an Orders table to it. Use
the Table Wizards and select Orders from the
displayed Sample Tables list. Next, select the five
fields displayed below under Fields in my new table
from the Sample Fields list, and press the Next button.

Table Wizard

Thu Table Wizard creates a new table to store data. I he data in a table is
organized in rows and columns

Select a sample table. then select the sample held you want and dock the ->"
button. The bolds you seluct become columns in your new table.

S.4 aTrig Lill

Contacts
Customers
E mployees

Products

ShirAddress
%KAY
ShiaState
SlipReston
ShipPoster-ode

ShieCouney
S ate

(1=.11111M7

'  '
OrdedD

CusiomerlD
ErnployeelD
OrdeiDate

Next > finish

Wee. we.;

wry..  
Fes ..ow Ine wee. ow 

t'r du new ...O.. 
we... wee..  ce  seam

et 1.1.ewan ewer

ewe..." reel

Click the 'Se: the

This displays the
dialogue box shown
here, in which you
can, if you want to,
change the name of
the table.

primary key myself
option and press the

Next button to select OrderlD as the key field.
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The key field must be unique in a table, and the
OrderlD field satisfies this requirement. This field is
used by Access for fast searches.

SO... sach gonad)

0

Aust.*eh
IIsmilava. I trrore I.* 1 ad ...um.

M.o. 1 no.

Now press the Next
button and click the
Numbers and/or
letters I enter
when I add new
records option
shown on the
adjacent dialogue
box. Fir:ally, press
the Finish button.

Next, use the Design Table facility, as discussed in the
previous chapter, to change the Data Types of the
selected Field Names to those displayed below.

The information you need to enter in the Orders table is
shown below.

Table: Orders
Vr711TICIMICE11=11 E .., ID Order Date S hi Data

94085/0 VOHT AD Smith 20/03/95 10/04/95r-94097AVO AVON WA Brown 25/03/95 14/04/95
940998AF1 BAR R S.F. Adams 01/04/95 02/05/95
95002S T 0 STUN C. H . Wits ~ 20/04/95 25/05/95r 95006PAR PARK AD Smith 13/05/95 16/06/95.
95010WE S WEST WA. Brown 15/05/95. 26/06/95
95018G LO GE OW L S Stevens 25/06/95 19/07/95
95025SIL SILV S.F. Adams 28/06/* 22/07/95
950294.40 R WORM C H Wills 20/07/95 13/08/95
9503SEAL EALI AD. Smith 30/07/95. 25/08/95.
95045141R HIRE W A Blown 18./08/95. 08/09/95
95051EUR EURO L S Stevens 25/08/95. 19/09/95
95064AVO AVON S I Adams 20/09/95 15/10/95

Rec of 13 oar
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Relationships

Information held in two or more tables of a database is
normally related in some way. In our case, the two
tables, Customers and Orders, are related by the
CustomerlD field.

To build up relationships between tables,
return to the Database window and press the
Relationsh ps icon on the Tool bar, shown
here. This opens the following window in
which the index field in each table is

emboldened.

You can build relationships between tables by dragging
a field name from one
table into another. In
our example, we have
dragged CustomerlD
from the Customers
table (by pointing to it,
pressing the left
mouse button, and
while keeping the

mouse button pressed, dragging the pointer) to the
required field in the other table, in this case CustomerlD
in the Orders table. Releasing the mouse button opens
the following dialcgue boxes (the second ore by
pressing the Join Type button on the first one).

Orden
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r ,1e,D4e

1.1
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r. keen Tyra 1

r 1.11111=ME=213.1111.1111.1M
tnlvice Ai""'"' """a"4 .; 1. ony. ,nci.d. loos l000d hold. her aolA
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Relationships
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On the Join Properties dialogue box you can specify
the type of join Access should create in new queries -
more about this later. For the present, press the OK
button on the Join Properties dialogue box, to close it,

then check the
Enforce Referential
Integrity box in the
Relationships dialogue
box, and press the
Create button. Access
creates and displays
graphically the chosen
type of relationship in

the Relationships window shown here.

Note the relationship "1 customer to many (3r...) orders"
symbolism in the Relationships window.

Type of Relationships:
Because Access is a relational database, data can be
used in queries from more than one table at a time. As
we have seen, if the database contains tables with
related data, the relationships can be defined easily.
Usually, the matching fields have the same name, as in
our example of Customers and Orders tables. In the
Customers table, the CustomerslD field is the primary
field and relates to the CustomerslD field in the Orders
table - there can be several orders in the Orders table
from one customer in the Customers table.

Inherited Relationships
If you attach tables from another Access database and
select the Inherited Relationship option in the
Relationships dialogue box, the original relat onships of
the attached database are displayed for you to use in
your current database. If you clear relationships in your
current database, this does not affect the original
relationships in the attached database.
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Referential Integrity
Selecting the Enforce Referential Integrity cption in
the Relationships dialogue box, helps to ensure that
relationships between records are enforced according
to certain rules, when you add or delete records in
related tables. The related tables must belong to the
same database.

The rules, when referential integrity is enforced, are:

You can only add records to a related table, if a
matching record already exists in the primary
table. For example, you cannot add records in
the Orders table of our example, unless the
related customer exists in the Customers table.

You cannot delete a record from the primary
table if matching records exist in a related table.
For example, you cannot delete a customer from
the Customers table, if related orders exist in the
Orders table.

The last restriction can be overcome by setting the
Cascade Delete/Update options in the Relat onships
dialogue box. The effect is as follows:

If the Cascade Delete Related Records optioi is set,
deleting a record from the primary table, automatically
deletes related records in the attached table(s). For
example, deleting a customer from the Customers
table, automatically deletes all orders relating to -.his
customer from the Orders table - a useful but
dangerous option!

If the Cascade Update Related Fields option is set,
any changes you make to the pr mary key values
causes Access to automatically make necessary
changes to the related fields in the attached table(s).
For example, if you change the CustomerlD in the
Customers table, the change is automatically reflected
in all records in the Orders table - a very useful optioi.
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Viewing and Editing Relationships

To view the current relationships between tables in a
database, activate the Database window and press the
Relationships icon. This displays the now familiar
Relationships window.

MlotreseII Access
Lell View Beleliees ye...dew tie

I rl
r

To edit a relationship, double-click the left mouse
button at the position shown on the above screen
dump. The tip of the mouse pointer must be on the
inclined line joining the two tables in the Relationships
window, as shown, before Access will respond. If you
have difficulty with this action, first point to the
relationship line and click once to embolden it, then use
the Relationships, Edit Relationship command.
Either of these two actions will open the Relationships
dialogue box in which you can change the various
options already discussed.

A given relationship can easily be removed altogether,
by first activating it (pointing and clicking to embolden
it), then pressing the <Del> key. A confirmation
dialogue box will be displayed. To delete a table, you
must first detach it from other tables, then select it in
the Database Window and press the <Del> key. Think
before you do this!
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Creating an Additional Table

As an exercise, create a third table using the Table
Wizards and select Invoices from the displayed
Sample Tables list. Next, select the five fields
displayed below - the names and thei' data types have
been changed using the Design Table facility.

I nvoicel D

CustomerlD
Date
Amount
Patti"

Teat
Tex

D at /Time
Ciiireinsyc

Table: Invoices

Next, enter the data given below and build up
appropriate relationships between the Invoices table,
the Customers table and the Orders table, as shown
overleaf.

linwiMiceliVO1,11111111111111111/111111111611111111111111951.0/04E120.84 No
AD 9502 AVON 14/04/95 El oa 52! Yes

AD 9503 BARR 02/05/95 E93 32 No

AD 9504 STON 25/05/95 E 55. 98 No

AD 9505 PARK 16/06/95 E180.22. No

AD 9506... WEST 26/06/95 E68.521 No

AD 9507 GLOW 19/07/95 El 11.56: No

AD9568 SILV 22/07/95 E1M.45 Yes
AD 9509 WORM 13/08/95 E35.87 No

AD 9510 EAU - U: :. E58.95 No
AD 9511 HIRE I: 1.:  : E230.00 No
AD9512 ' EURO s

... £150.00k No

AD 9513 AVON 15/11 '.." £135.00 No
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The relationships between the three tables should be
arranged as follows:

It is important that you should complete the above
exercise, as it consolidates what we have done so far
and, in any case, we will be using all three tables in
what comes next.
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6. CREATING A QUERY

You create a query so that you can ask questions about
the data in your database tables. For example, you
could find out whethe' you have more than one order
from the same customer in our Adept database.

Before carrying on, use Windows' File Manager to copy
adeptl.mdb to adept2.mdb. We suggest you do this
fairly frequently to make a backup of your database, in
case a file gets corrupted. Next, start Access, load
Adeptl , and in the Database window click the Query
button, followed by the New button which disp ays The
New Query dialogue box.

41g
tie Lehl re+ Seemrity VV,,.dour

1,.ns test

rrr !It rnit e.ht

Oueiy Wizards

.cI Wuaid da, you wane

Frrd D,q,iK Vp.
Unmatched Qv,,

AIC Five 0 uefy

OK

Jeri

Ir.; .aid c,ealw a putty hoi try:13 dupkale mods
'lows) in a tingle lade or query.

Next, click the Query Wizards button which opens the
Query Wizards dialogue box, showr in the composite
screen dump above, and select the Find Duplicates
Query option. On clicking OK, the Find Duplicates
Query Wizards dialogue box is displayed, as shown on
the next page.
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Select Query screen.

From the displayed
database tables in
this dialogue box,
select the Orders
table and press the
Next button.

On the following
dialogue box select
CustomerlD as the
field you want to
check for duplicate
values, then press the

button, followed
by the Next button.

Finally, select the
additional fields you
would like to see
along with the
duplicate values, by
selecting those you
want from the next
dialogue box, either
one at a time or, if
you decide to select
all of them, as shown
here, by clicking the
Fl button. Clicking
the Finish button
displays the following

Select Query: Find duplicates for Orders
Customer IDI Outer atolovas ID Order Data Shin Data

Adams :0/09/95 15/1 0 i35

'If., AVON 9401"7AJO W A Blown 25/03/35 14/04/95

If you examine the original Orders table, you will indeed
find that it contains two orders from AVON.
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Types of Queries

The query we have created so far, is known as the
Select Query, which is the most common type of query.
However, with Access you can also create and use
other types of queries, as follows:

Crosstab query - used to present data with row
and column headings, just like a spreadsheet It
can be used to summarise large amounts of data
in a more readable form.

Action query - used to make changes to many
records in one ooeration. For example, ycu might
like to remove from a given table all records that
meet certain criteria, make a new table, or
append records to a table. Obviously, this type of
query has to be treated with care!

Union query - used to match fields from two or
more tables.

Pass -through query - used to pass commands
to an SQL (see below) database.

Data -definition query - used to create, change,
or delete tables in an Access database using
SQL statements.

SQL stands for Structured Query Language, often used
to query, update, and manage relational databases.
Each query created by Access has an associated SQL
statement that defines the action of that query. Thus, if
you are familiar with SQL, you can use such statements
to view and modify cueries, or set form and report
properties. However, these actions can be done more
easily with the QBE (query -by -example) grid, to be
discussed next. If you design union queries,
pass -through queries, or data -definition queries, then
you must use SQL statements, as these type of queries
can not be designed with the QBE grid. Finally, to
create a subquery, you use the QBE grid, but you enter
an SQL SELECT statement for criteria, as we shall see
in the next QBE grid example.
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The Query Window

The Query window is a graphical query -by -example
(QBE) tool. Because of Access' graphical features, you
can use the mouse to select, drag, and manipulate
objects in the query window to define how you would
like to see your data.

An example of a ready made Query window can be
seen by selecting the Find duplicates for Orders query
and clicking the Design button on the Database
window. This action opens the Select Query dialogue
box shown below.

tile LEM View Query Window tJey
Microsati Access

l'47-1.1711FAIl1Er ,01,77aF-TV4:7,7 'mrr xi R.

Ostabase. [WWII

I! o I! 0..41.

113 1 -0 -aeries

(51

Sews

acet,

C.E6.4 /SE C 1 Cusw-E

I I-

You can add a table to the top half of the Query window
by simply dragging the table from the Database
window. Similarly, you can add fields to the bottom half
of the Query window (the QBE grid) by dragging fields
from the tables on the top half of the Query window. In
addition, the QBE grid is used to select the sort order of
the data, or insert criteria, such as SQL statements.
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To see the full SQL SELECT statement written by
Access as the criteria selection when we first defined
the query, widen the width of the first field, as follows:

Feld
Sort

Criteria:

or

.--
MEM_
Asrming

El
In (SELECT (Sus(ommiDi FROM (D(clmslAs Tmp GROUP BY Guttman)] HAVING CoLmrpl I

71.1

_

Note the part of the statement which states 'As Tmp
GROUP' Access collects the data you want as a
temporary group, called a dynaset. This special set of
data behaves like a table, but it is not a table; it is a
dynamic view of the data from one or more tables,
selected and sorted by the particular query

Creating a New Query:
Below, we show a composite screen created by clicking
the New button on the Database window, then clicking
the New Query button on the New Query dialogue box.
This opens both the Select Query and the Add -able
dialogue boxes. The Invoices and Customers tables
were then added to the Select Query window.
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Adding Fields to a Query Window:
Below we show a screen in which the Paid? and
InvoicelD fields have been dragged from the Invoices
table and added to the Query window. In addition, the
Name and Contact fields have been dragged from the
Customers table and placed on the Query window,
while the Phone field from the Customers table is about
to be added to the Query window.

Select Ouery: Cluny'

Fmk '
Sat

snow

cO

1

Having dragged all five fields from the two tables onto
the QBE grid, we have added the word No as the
criteria on the Paid? field and selected Ascending as
the Sort for the InvoicelD field.

Note that the Invoices and Customers tables are joined
by a line that connects the two CustomerlD fields. The
join line was created when we designed the tables and
their relationships in the previous chapter. Even if you
have not created these relationships, Access will join
the tables in a query automatically when the tables are
added to a query, provided each table has a field with
the same name and a compatible data type and one of
those fields is a primary key. A primary field is
displayed in bold in the Query window.

If you have not created relationships between your
tables yourself, or Access has not joined your tables
automatically, you can still use related data in your
query by joining the tables in the Query window.
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Pressing the Run icon on the Tool bar, shown here,
instantly displays all the unpaid invoices with

r--- the details you have asked for, as follows:

1:1
4111117 !erotic*

Select Ouery: Unpaid Invokes
17211107M1111111111PME-77""--

CIO

VORTE..:C, 0.1 Stan Storm 01 776223344

No A09503 BARROWS Assocases Handy Brown 01551661122

No AD 9504 ST 3NEAGE lid Mee Irons 01 765234567

No AD 9505 PARKWAY Gravel James Stone 0153191376354

No /09506 WE STWOOD Lid Hay Sim 01234667755

_NoAD9507 GLJWORM Lid Pew Sureness 014 32 746523

No AD 9509 WORIAGIAZE Ltd R chard Glom 0112}654321

Nd AD9510 EA_ING Erases Dew, Trawls Mies 01 336-010107

NoAD9511 HIRE Seswce Ecuprrart Ncol. Webb 01875-550322

No AD9512 EUROBASE Co Ltd Sarah Stet 01736098765

Mc:A(3951 3 .AVON Constructson :John Waren 01657-11 3355

ol

To save your newly created query, use the File, Save
Query As command, and give it a name such as
'Unpaid Invoices'.

Types of Criteria:
Access accepts the following expressions as c-iteria:

Arithmetic Operators Comparison Operators Logical Operators

Multiply < Less than And And

/ Divide <= Less than or equal Or Inclisive of

+ Add > Greater than Xor Exclusive or

- Subtract >= Greater than or equal Not Not equivalent

= Equal Eqv Equvalent

<> Not equal Imp Implicatior

Other operators

Between Between 50 And 150 All values between 50 and 150

In In("Bath","Bristol") All records with Bath and Bristol

Is Is Null All records with no value in triat field

Like Like "Brian *" All records with Brian something in field

& (Name]&" "&[Surname] Concatenates strings
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Combining Criteria

By specifying additional criteria in a Query window you
can create powerful queries for viewing your data. In
the examples below we have added the field Amount to
our Unpaid Invoices query.

The AND Criteria with Different Fields:
When you insert criteria in several fields, but in the
same row, Access assumes that you are searching for
records that meet all of the criteria. For example, the
criteria below list the following records:

had
Sat

Show
 Cdshm

a:

1 in l'''''
.....

. ..

.1 1

Invoice "^,,..-4 `*,f.ohiact Phone
AL.fiJ3 BAHHU,.", `_4 ;,4421

F',` ' TO% L; M e

The OR Criteria with the Same Field:
If you include multiple criteria in one field only, then
Access assumes that you are searching for records that
meet any one of the specified criteria. For example, the
criteria <50 or >100 in the field Amount, shown below,
list the required records, only if the No in the Paid? field
is inserted in both rows.
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7-71777".7.7777"7"".
Stied Ouery. Unpaid Invoices

(12084 109501 VOR1D< Co Lid Bow Storm 01 776223344
No E 180 22 AD9505 PARKWAY G11031 Jams Store

Pete Sullfslet
01534 987654

No (11156 AD9507 CaL0141:1111M Ltd 01432-746623
Elecherd GlueNo E 35 87 AD9509 VADANGLA7E Lid

HIRE ;aura Eceepeord
01121654221

No 829000 AD9511 Nicole Webb 01875-558822
1 U71013ASE Co LtdNo E150 CO AD951 2 Segal, Sim or 71,091065

No, El 35 00 A0951 3 AVON Coreeecicro keel Waists 0107 113355

The OR Criteria with Different Fields:
If you include multiple criteria in different fields, but in
different rows, then Access assumes that yoJ are
searching for records that meet either one cr the other
of the specified criteria. For example, the criteria Yes in
the Paid? field and the criteria <50 in the Amoun: field,
but in different rows, list the following records.

="IN
011MIN el

FP% Select Ouery tinc,d Inv..rr 

E103 52 AD9502 AVON C.orAectlitca VIMW4IPA. ,01657.113355
Yes (12345 AD9508  SIWERSINITH .Adwo Swih IP 336997M
No 63587 AD9509 WEIFINGLAZE Ltd Richard Glum 01123.654321

Kul

The AND and OR Criteria Together:
The following choice of criteria will cause Access to
retrieve either records that have Yes in the Paid? field
and the company's name starts with the etter A, or
records that the invoice amount is less than £50.
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The retrieved records from such a query are shown
below.

Select Ouery: Unpaid Invoices77772,hr."7"Trr rr-
r -

L103 524E0502
No E3597 AD9509

AVON Construction Jdn Waters al 657 11 3355
WORMGLAZE Ltd R dad G laza 01173.654171

Using Wildcard Characters in Criteria:
In the previous example we used the criteria A* to
mean any company whose name starts with the letter
A. The asterisk in this criteria is known as a wildcard
character.

To search for a pattern, you can use the asterisk (*)
and the question mark (?) as wildcard characters when
specifying criteria in expressions. An asterisk stands for
any number of characters, while a question mark
stands for any single character in the same position as
the question mark.

The following examples show the use of wildcard
characters in various types of expressions:

Entered Expression Meaning Examples
a? Any two -letter word

beginning with A
am, an, as, at

???d Any four-letter word
ending with d

find, hand, land
yard

Sm?th Any five -letter word
beginning with Sm
and ending with th

Smith
Smyth

fie* Any word starting
with the letters fie

field, fiend, fierce,
fiery

*ght Any word ending
with ght

alight, eight, fight,
light might, sight

'15/95 All dates in May '95 1/5/95
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Creating Calculated Fields

Let us assume that we would like to increase the
amounts payable on all invoices overdue by more than
30 days from today by 0.5%, as a penally for not
settling an account on time. We can achieve this by
creating a calculated field in our database.

To create a calculated field, open Adeptl , click the
Query button on the Database window, double-click the
Unpaid Invoices query, and click the Design View
button on the Tool bar. Next, insert a field after the
Amount field using the Edit, Insert Column command,
and type in the Field row of the newly inserted empty
column, the following information:

New Amount:[Amount]*1.005

where New Amount: is our chosen name for the
calculated field - the colon is essential. If you do not
supply a name for the calculated field, Access uses the
default name Expri:, which you caq rename later. The
square brackets enclosing the word Amount in the
above expression indicate a field name.

1'."tr- Next, click the Properties button, shown here,a or use the View, Properties command, to set
the Format property to Currency.
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Finally, add the Date field from the Invoices table to our
query and type the expression <#01/05/95# in its
Criteria field - the hash marks and leading zeros are
supplied by Access if you do not type them yourself.

Clicking the Datasheet View button on the Tool bar,
displays the following screen:

a Select Duey. Penalty Invoices

n

We suggest you save this query under the name
Penalty Invoices.

Using Functions in Criteria

There are several functions that you cal use in a
calculated field of an Access query which can either be
applied to extract information from a text field or date
fields, or be used to calculate totals of entries.

Finding Part of a Text Field:
Let us assume that you want to find information that is
part of a text field, like the area code (first 5 numbers) in
the Phone field of our Customers table. To help you
search a table for only part of a text field, Access
provides three string functions. The syntax of these
functions is as follows:

Left(stringexpr,n)
Right(stringexpr,n)
Mid(stringexpr,start,n)

The stringexpr argument can be either a field name or
a text expression, while n is the number of characters
you are searching for, and start is the position of the
first character you want to start from.
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Thus, to extract the area code of the text field Phone in
our Customers table, we would type in the Field row of
an empty field, either

Or

Area Codes:Left([Phone]15)

Area Codes:Mid([Phone],1,5)

Note that to distinguish between the name of a field and
a text expression, the name of the field is enclosed in
square brackets.

The result of such a query is displayed below:

Sele[10LieryMpaidliwoices
1,.751,777m7.-rnmmirrnmwm

1120 84 AD9501 V0111EX Co lid Bow Storm
ir..-.1.71r7,--

01 776776-2:3344

No L99 22.AD951:0  BARROWS Assonaim Mew* Brown
.01
01554864422 01554

No L55 98 409504 STOWAGE Lid 141. Norm 017662345E7 .017E6
No L180 22 AD9505 PARKWAY GIVd JIM'S Store 01534-987444 01534
No L68 52 AD9506 WE STW000 Lid Rev SP

GLOWORM Lid Poi. Suwon
0123413677M 01234

No L111 %AD9507  01432 7465Z 01432
WOR14GLAZE lid Rchwd QuaNo t 35 87 AD9509 01121654%1 01129

No L5895 AD9510 :EALING (nano. Nor bra" Mos 01336010107 013E
No 1290W AD95I1 HIRE Sows EqApurd Webb 01875%882 01875
No E150 OD AD%12

.Ncd
 EUROBASE Co Jd Sall SW
AVON Ccrolnidim Jahn Wean

01 7 76 0987E5 7

No L135 00 AD9513 .01657 11 res
.0136

Finding Part of a Date Field:
To extract part of a date field, such as the month in
which unpaid invoices were issued, type

Month:DatePartf"m",[Date])

in the Field row of an empty field.

To extract the year in which unpaid invoices were
issued, type

Year:DatePart("yyyy",[Date])

in the Field row of an empty field. This function returns
the year in four digits, such as 1995.
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Calculating Totals in Queries:
It is possible that you might want to know the total value
of outstanding invoices grouped by month. Access
allows you to perform calculations on groups of records
using totals queries, also known as aggregate queries.

The table below lists the functions that can be used in
queries to display totals. These functions are
entered in the Totals row of a query which
can be displayed by clickiig the Totals
button, shown here, while in Design View.

Function Used to Find

Avg The average of values in a field

Count The number of values in a field

First The field value from the first record in a table or query

Last The field value from the last record in a table or query

Max The highest value in a field

Min The lowest value in a field

StDev The standard deviation of values in a field

Sum The total of values in a field

Var The variance of values in a field

Below we show the one -table query to find the total of
values of unpaid invoices grouped by month.

:1366
L15530
I141174

%
E9/82

E44000
C13500
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7. ADVANCED QUERIES

We have seen in the last chapter how to create a query
with fields taken from two tables. The query in question
was the Unpaid Invoices, shown below in Design View.

In order to make it easy for us to know which field in the
above query comes from which table, we
clicked the Table Names button on the tool
bar, shown here. This adds the Table row in
the QBE grid.

Now, suppose we would like to add the Orders table so
that we can see the OrderslD field in extractec records
of our query. To do this, click the Add Table button,

shown here, which opens the Add Table
dialogue box. Select Orders and click the
Add button, then drag the OrderslD field onto
the QBE grid, as shown overleaf.
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hmmommciimmt_ril=ic.7 m"_nommonroto=umenr4
No

However, when you now click the Datasheet View
button on the Tool bar to see the extracted records,
Access displays the following message:

Mlarosollt Access

Query contains ambiguous outer joins.

c pOK

To correct this
error, double-click
the offending join to
find out what type of
join we have in this
case.

Doing this, reveals the following dialogue box:

Join Pro ernes

r Only include rows where the joined held: brim both
table: are equal.

2: Include ALL records horn 'Customers' and only those
record: hom 'Orders' where the joined field: a e equal.

(41 3:1 Include ALL records horn 'Orders' and only those
records horn 'Cuttoinets' where the joined lielca are
equal.

F.-W it Cancel 1

Obviously, option 3 is the wrong join. What we really
need, is option 2. Select it to extract the correct records.
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Types of Joins

Microsoft Access supports the following types of joins:

Types of joins Effect

Equi-joins
Or

Inner joins

A join in which records from two tatles are
combined and added to a dynaset only
when there are equal values in the joined
fields. For example, you can find -ecords
that show orders placed by each customer,
with the dynaset containing only -ecords
for customers who have placed orders.

Outer joins A join in which all the records from one
table are added to the dynaset, and only
those records from the other table for
which values in the joined fields are equal.
For example, you can find records that
show all customers together with any

orders tiey have placed.

Self -joins A join in which records from one table a -e
combined with other -ecords from the

same table when there are matching
values .n the joined fields. A self -pin can
be an equi-join or an outer join.

For an inner join, select option 1 from he Join
Properties dialogue bcx. For an outer join, select option
2 or 3, depending on which records you want to
include.

For example, choosing option 2 (also called a left otter
join), in the case of our previous example, displays all
the required records from the Customers table and only
those records from Orders where the joined fields are
equal. Option 3 (also called a right outer join) on the
other hand, attempts to display all records it Orders
and only those records from Customers where the
joined fields are equal, resulting in some confusion in
our particular example.
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Creating a Parameter Query

A Parameter Query is a variation of the Select Query -
the type we have been using so far. A Parameter Query
is used when you frequently run the sane query, but
change the criteria each time you run it. Instead of
having to make changes to the QBE grid, the design of
a Parameter Query causes Access to prompt you for
criteria. This type of query is particularly useful when
used as a filter with forms.

To design a Parameter Query, design a New query in
the normal way (do not use the Query Wizards), or
change an existing Select Query. We hae chosen the
latter route and selected to change the Penalty Invoices
query. In Design View, this now looks as follows:

Wpm Cumorik,

Note the two changes made to the above query. In the
Date field we have entered two prompts (in square
brackets) in the Criteria row, namely

[Enter starting date]
[Enter ending date]

and in the calculated field we have replaced the *1.005
by

*(1+[Percentage]/100)
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Running this query, causes Access to ask for input
values on three successive Enter Parameter Value
boxes, as shown in the composite screen dump below:

Providing the appropriate input information, displays the
result of the search, as follows:

Select Query Parameter Penalty Invoices
V.EME117711111/111111".!r77'"T"'.._ . ".TWINE?"1"7111117"'_

r
No E

G2A35,35 No E95

25/05/95. No, E5598.

t t. AD 9501
E99 EC AD9503
156 26. AD9504

VORTEX Co Ltd
BARROWS Anocoses Mandy Barn 01551664422
STONEAGE Ltd Mass Sons 01765234567

COI

We have saved this query under the name Parameter
Penalty Invoices.
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Creating a Crosstab Query
You create a Crosstab Query to display totals in acompact, spreadsheet format. A Crosstab query canpresent a large amount of summary data in a morereadable form. The layout of the extracted data fromsuch a query is ideal as the basis for a report.
For example, suppose we wanted to examine which ofour employees was responsible for our customers'orders in each month. The information is contained inthe Orders table of our database as follows:

0/dot ID -1 Custamer ID I
OMER VUR ,
9!097.yo AVON
940990AR BARR
95002STO STUN
95006PAR PARK
9501 CIi/ES 'WEST
95018GLO GLOW
9502551L

WORM51LV95029w50R
95039EAL FAL]
95045HIR HIRE
95061E UR EURO
950644V0 AVON

Emboss ID OK* Date 1_5_ Date iAU Swot, 20/03:15 14/,14."1,WA Brown 75/03/95 14/04/95S F Adam
01/04/95 02/05/55CH Wils 20104/95 25/05/95AD S.d. 13/05/95' 1501:6/95WA Boom 15/05/9, 2c/05/55L 5 Stevens 25/06/95 19/07/96S F Adams
28/06/95 72/07/*C H Will
20/07/95 13/08/95AD SrrIth 33/07/95 25/08/95WA Blown 18/08/95 08/09/35LS Steven 25/08/95 19/09/955 F Adam 20/09/95 15/10/95

4 Recordll Id 13 UMU

From the way this information is presented it is verydifficult to work out who was responsible for which orderin a given month. However, a Crosstab query that liststhe names of the employees in rows and each monthas a column heading, would be an ideal way to presentthis type of information.
To create a Crosstab query, open the Adeptl databaseand click first the Queries button, then the New buttonon the Database window. Next, click the QueryWizards button oh the New Query dialogue box andchoose Crosstab Query from the list of Wizards in theQuery Wizards dialogue box, as shown on thecomposite screen dump on the next page.
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11Alcesseel Access 11\11
file EM pew

Ouery Wizards

Nhecreed do you went?

C Octet,
F.] :q4.1.atel
Fnd Unmatched I Lowy
Atchve Qum/

OK

Th.; viOard Males a MOntab txtety that &pleb" data
Impact sprsotheet ate ..enat

Pressing the OK button, causes the Crosstab Query
Wizard dialogue box to appear on the screen. Select
Orders from the displayed list of tables and press the
Next button.

From the next dialogue box, select a maximum of three
fields from the
displayed list, which

tm% L=am will become the rowP.+1 RA O.tea- I

headings of the
crosstab form
Choose OrderlD.
CustomerlD, and
EmployeelD, in that
order, as shown
here. The order you
select these fields is
important as
Access will ist the

query in alphabe'.ical order of the first

eminnt
f/ogoln .
and ....... tor trownr.r.

ay

LL.1_-3=114-1*-.1r-F

results of the
selected field.
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Having selected the three fields, click the Next button,
and choose the OrderDate as the field whose value you
want to be the column headings. Press Next, select
Month as the time interval by which you want to group
your columns and press Next. Finally, choose Count
from the Function list and press Finish.

What appears below is the result of this Crosstab query
with the widths of the monthly columns appropriately
reduced so that you can see the whole year at a
glance.

Crosstab Query: OrdersCrosstabl 113
10.1 R' - t 117777177117117.7111 111ftE 0

9400SVOR VOA T AD Smith
91097AVO AVON W A Brows
94099BAR BARR S F Adam
950O2STO ST ON C H Was
95006PAR PARK AD Srnth
95010WIS WEST WA Blown
95019GLO GLOW L S Stevens
95025SIL SILV S F Adams
950294/OR WORM C H Was
95039EAL EAU AD Sedh
95045HIR HIRE W A Ellowon
95051E UR E URO L S Steens
95064AVO AVON S F Ahern

Rend 1 -Fri 3 1=k11

As you can see from the above screen dump, the
required information is tabulated and extremely easy to
read. However, the displayed recordset is not
updatable.

To see the underlying structure of the query, click the
Design View button to display the QBE grid, as follows:

1111,.=
_____

11.1

If you want to use a field for grouping, sorting, or setting
criteria, but to exclude the field from the recordset, click
the arrow in that field's Crosstab cell, and select "(not
shown)" from the list, as shown above.
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Creating Queries for Updating Records

When a query is based on either a single table or on
two tables with a one-to-one relationship, all the fields
in the query are updatable.

Queries which include more than one table, when some
of the tables have a one -to -many relationship, are more
difficult to design so that they are updatable. Usually,
such a query could be designed to be updatable. This
is also true of a query that includes an attached table,
unless the attached table is a SQL database tab e with
no unique index.

The easiest way of finding out whether you can update
records, is to design the query, run it and try to change
values in its various fields and also add data. If you can
not change values in a field or add data, then you will
be warned with an appropriate message on the Status
bar.

All other types of queries, such as a Crosstab query, a
query with totals, a query with Unique Values property
set to Yes, a Union Query, a Pass -through query, a
calculated or read-only field, can not be used to update
data.

For example, if you try to change the first name under
Employee ID from Smith to Smyth, you get the
message "This Recordset is not updatable" on the
Status bar at the bottom of the screen, as shown below.

Cresstab °very. Orders Cessstabl
r .77ratinar-kr".7lfr1

IteWTH .ued AD Smth
94097AV0 AVON WA EIKNon
910933M BARR S F Adam
95002510 STON _CH Was
95031TPAR RANT A D Serdth
95016/15 WEST WA Brown
95018610 GLOW I S Swore
95025SI1 Oily . S i Adana
95029WOR WORM C H W6
95039EAL EAU AD SnAh

L'15)47,41,1

HIRE

'L.'"BS ,.....--
950TAAVO AVON S F Ad...
jJu 1 ---1of 13

aunramol a n updta.

Mak_Amithiikwi,ICAtiamthititl
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Creating Action Queries

You can create Action Queries in the same way as
Select Queries. Action Queries are used to make bulk
changes to data rather than simply displaying data. For
this reason, Action Queries can be dangerous for the
novice, simply because they change your database.

There are four different types of Action Cueries, with
the following functions:

Type of Query Function

Append query Adds records from one or more tables
to another table or tables.

Delete query Deletes records from a table or tables.

Make -table query Creates a new table from all or part of
another table or tables.

Update query Changes the data in a group of records

To quickly create an Action query which moves old
orders to an Old Orders Archive table, click first the
Queries button, then the New button on the Database
window. Next, click the Query Wizards button on the
New Query dialogue box and choose Archive Query
from the list of Wizards in the Query Wizards dialogue
box, as shown on the composite screen dump below.

-1=111=LIIMINI!

1

 -_. .
LI.ely W,r.s.d1 . Nein Wm,

LC....r.1_1,1

Tits vatod andel a a.m. ava ;acad. bora en
airing tatAa 1.0o a n-. w rabic
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On pressing the OK button, the following dialogue box
appears on the screen:

It. 4a.-411 Sum I coeIso  pm 0.5 GalP
*Ms lum an ersfloy I..Ib ao  new I1In and

Mon luytto,a/1,1 yM.. IM ocorortit Ito. the oqpYi
lol

Sart it.. Ishia 1.1r. CrirCEMY rt1111 44 ,I11 1.111. r.

to /ochry, rom /11 th Nom !Kehler

motto. (lo you mom t I
Sped.  c.w.o. to 1.5 IN. ...cootie mar ma44 to
mcbmor a0YA tM 4./m4.1 Yea maltot
1000a fa pow [...donor. amid S.
tram. 444s4 ImIim 1913 lOttleu DM.
01/91/19.131

An.1. ardp ...Ms that 1 tto. olgovon.
..4.

box, shown
archived.

below, with all the

It. la, 3 1 It 1,.6.. to tto 41 toto  nowt
IA. Neal Imultetn to o .ka It.. Halt buItoot to chop

. ententen and cvyy dilemma ettomebb
.

-

141C11.115

t *dam :WI I 0211:6,95

AD Sadh 2UI03/95 '10/04/95
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To create a new
table from data
held in the
Orders table that
will contain all
the fields in that
table, select from
the displayed list
the 0-ders table
and click the
Next button.

In the dialogue
box displayed
next, select the
OrderDate field
from the list in
the first box, then
type the date
04/04/95 in the
third box.
Clicking the Next
button displays
the next dialogue

records that will be

When you click
Next again,
Access asks you
whether these
records should
be deleted from
the original table
after they have
been archived
(or copied).



Obviously the answer to this is Yes since we would like
to form a new table into which all the old orders, placed
during the previous financial year, are to be transferred.
You are then asked to name your new table; we chose

to call it 'Old Orders
Archive'. Finally, clicking
the Finish button causes
Access to carry out your
wishes, but giving you
ample warning before
changing your data. If you
choose to go ahead,
Access places two new
queries in the Query list,
as shown he -e. These
have an exclamation point
attached to their icon so
that you don't run them
inadvertently.

In all, there are four Action queries available in Access.
Below we list these, together with their corresponding
buttons on the Tool bar.

Database: ADEPT1 0

4.7
I+ ay

'avert I Design

 I Append lo Old Odom Anzhere
xl

SFrei Owlea"m!ww,..TOdors

Montle. Ireyolcet
 Otclers_Dossieb 1
 Pelmets. Pen...1y !maces

Pally
 Urpted Invorm

k;-:1071.

I74

The Append query, used to append (add)
records from one table to another existing
table.

The Delete query, used to delete (remove)
records that meet certain predefined criteria
from a table.

The Make -Table query, used to create a table
by retrieving the records that meet certain
criteria and using them to create a new table.

The Update query, used to change data in
existing tables, such as the cost per hour
charged to your customers.
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8. USING FORMS & REPORTS

We saw at the end of Chapter 4 how easy it was to
create a single column form to view our Customers
table. To see this again, open Adept1 and in the
Database window click the Form button, then double-
click on Form1, which should disp ay the following:

You can use forms to find, edit, and add data in a
convenient manner. Access provides you with an easy
way of designing various types of forms, some of which
are discussed here. Forms look good on screen, but do
not produce very good output on paper, whereas
reports are designed to look good on paper, but do not
necessarily look good on screen.
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Using the Form Wizards

Using the Form Wizards, you can easily display data
from either a table or a query in form view.

In the Database window, first click on the Farm button,
then click the New button which opens the New Form
dialogue box in which you must choose either a table or
a query on which to base the new form. In the screen
dump below, we have chosen the Invoices table.

Database: ADEFE1 1.1.1..1

New QpeOl Design

Forms

New Form

Select A jade/Query:

1= ___
Lustoonets -
Customets Archive
F,nd du hcates Int Dr lei:

1.4fIrethly Invrnrrs

from Wmefds park Forme

Cancel

Next, click the Form Wizards button which displays the
Form Wizards
dialogue box,
shown here. As
you can see,
there are 5
different types of
forms available
for you to choose
from. Their
function will be
discussed shortly.
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To continue with our exercise, we select Graph and
click the OK button.

The next dialogue box, asks you for the fields that
contain the data you want to graph. We chose
InvoicelD and Amount, then clicked the Next button.

Witch fields contain the date you want lot plot
cpaph?

This opens another dialogue box in which you are
asked to specify the way you want to calculate the
totals for each category on your graph. Accept the
default selection and click the Next button. You are
now asked to select the type of graph, as shown below

ISample:

C300 CC

1250 CK

1'200m

OC

<10e OC n

1,0 Of

101.
A A A A A A A

13 0 0 13 C

51 AI 111 01 11 31
CI 001014

A....1

What type el graph do you want?

11
Data Sena: n

r RON% Column:

41 Cancel] r< beck NeatJ {insh I
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Again, accepting the default choice aid clicking the
Finish button, displays the following screen:

AD9501 A01503 AD9505 AD950/ AD9509 A095/1

It is as easy as that to get a graphical representation of
the amounts involved in each of your iivoices. When
you try to close this application, you will be asked
whether you would like to save the changes to that
form. Answering Yes, displays a dialogue box for you to
type the name of the form. We have called this form
'Invoice amounts'.

The other available Form Wizards choices are:

Type of Form Function
Single -Column Displays fields in a single column.
Tabular Displays each record as a row of fields.
Graph Displays data graphically.

Main/Subform Displays a form that contains another
form. This form allows data from related
tables to be viewed at the same time.

AutoForm Displays a simple form automatically.
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Customising a Form:
You can customise a form by changing the appearance
of text, data, and any other attributes. To have a look at

some of these options, double click on Form1
to display the Customers form, then click the
Design View button on the Tool bar.

What appears on your screen is showr below:

As you can see, a form in Design View is made up of
boxes attached to a grid. Clicking at the County box, for
example, causes markers to appear around it as shown
above. When the mouse pointer is then placed within
either the label box or data box, it changes to a hand
which indicates that you can drag tne box to a new
position, as we have done above. Tr is method moves
both label and data boxes together.
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If you look more closely at the markers around the label
and data boxes, you will see that they are of different
size, as shown below.

::a Name* 'Name
. . . .

The larger ones are 'move' handles, while the smaller
ones are 'size' handles. In the above example you can
use the 'move' handles of either the label or the data
box to move one independently of the other. The label
box can also be sized. To size the data box, click on it
so that the markers appear around it.

Boxes on a form can be made larger by simply pointing
to the sizing handles and dragging them in the
appropriate direction.

In addition to moving and enlarging label and data
boxes, you can further customise a form with the use of
the various new buttons that appear on the Tool bar
when in Design View, shown below.

A

Palette
Font name

Toggles Tool box on/ofT

B ;

4\ Italic
Bold

Font size selection

Font size

Font name selection

-=-!
==-

Justification

Do try and experiment with moving and sizing label and
data boxes and also increasing their font size. If you
don't like the result, simply don't save it. Skills gained
here will be used in Report design.

The Toolbox can be used to either design a form from
scratch (a task beyond the scope of this book), or add
to it, such as a Combo (drop -down) box. The function of
each tool on the Toolbox is listed on the next page.
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The Toolbox

The Toolbox can be used to add items to a Form or
Report. The function each tool is listed below.

Select Object

Label

Option Group

Option Button

Combo Box

Graph

Object Frame

Line

Page Break

Control Wizards

Toolbox

J

Text Box

Toggle Buttcn

Check Box

List Box

Subform/Subreport

Bound Object Frame

Rectangle

Command Button

Tool lock

As an example of using the Toolbox, let us assume that
we would like to use Forml to enter new data into our
Invoices table, but with the ability of selecting the
CustomerlD field from a drop -down menu - a Combo
box.

To achieve the above, execute the fcllowing steps:

On the Database window first click the Form
button followed by the New button.

In the New Form dialogue box select Invoices as
the table on which to base the new Form, and
click the Form Wizards button.
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In the following displayed dialogue boxes, select
Single -Column, then choose all the fields from
the Invoices table accept the Embossed style,
and click the Next button.

Give as the title of your form the name Adding
Invoices, and select Finish.

When the form entitled Adding Invoices appears
on the screen, click the Design View button on
the Tool bar, click the CustomerlD field and
delete both its Label and Data boxes by clicking
each individually and pressing the <Del> key.

Click the Combo Box on the Toolbox, and point
and click at the area where the CustomerlD field
used to be on the form.

In the subsequent dialogue boxes, select options
which will cause the Combo Box to look up the
values from the Customers table, and from the
CustomerlD field and store a selected value in
the CustomerlD field. Specify that the Combo
Box should have the label Customer ID:.

Move and size both the Label and Data boxes of
the Combo box into the position shown below.

Form: Form2

11 I Ii 1 l .1. ta t 14. 1 . 15 I

-
1 17

4 Form Header
0

.. . .. .

664i,:kC1Iif..1011.V.PieAl
4 Detail

7
2

,

[Invoice Nc.. iln.,,o,cel:,

. 1' 7:;,7.1- .ii. -

7 Customer ID:: j
r-7-7-1,

, DOle:i r. ,,,t,

. 1 ' '__, ,

AmountAr ,,,1

Paid?:: rc,
][. . :

4 Form Footer

L.41 ili. 1
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Click the Form View button on the Toolbar,
followed by the New button, both of which are
shown below. The entry form should now look as
follows:

Adding Invoiceuh,

Use the File, Save Form As command to name
this form Add Invoice.

From now on, whenever you want to add a new invoice
to the Invoices table, use the Add Invoice form from the
Database window, then click the New Form button on
the Tool bar to display an empty form. Next, type in the
relevant information in the appropriate data boxes on
the form, but when you come to fill in the Customer ID
field, click instead the down arrow against its cata box
to display the drop -down menu. Select one of the
existing customers on the list, and click the Next Form
button on the Tool bar.

Try the above procedure with the following details:

AD9514 WEST 28/10/95 £140

then verify that indeed the information has been
recorded by double-clicking the Invoices table on the
Database window.
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Using the Report Wizards
We will use the skills gained in manipulating Forms inDesign View to produce an acceptable report createdby the Report Wizards.
To produce a report of the Unpaid Invoices query, clickthe Report button on the Database window and selectthe Unpaid Invoices query in the New Report dialoguebox. The steps for this procedure are identical to thoseused to produce a new form.
Next, click the Report Wizards button and select theTabular report from the displayed 7 types of reports (thelast one of these is the MS Word Mail Merge report, butto see it you must scroll down the list).
Now, select all the fields (except for the Paid? field)which are to appear on your report and click the Nextbutton, then select the InvoicelD field as the sort field,and accept all subsequent default settirgs. The reportis created for you as follows:

Unpaid Invoices

19-A. 95

Ordm ID
Amami

1mMee N.
Name

612014 AD9501
VORTEX Co Ltd

L99 32 AD9503
BARROWS Amain*.9 5002STO

65598 AD9504
STON FACIE Ltd

9 5006PAR
£18022 AD9505

PARKWAY OtreLl95010WES
LM 52 AD9506

WESTVVOOD Ltd950180L0
MI 1 36 AD9307

OLDWORM Ltd9 50295VOR

63587 AD9509
WORMO LAM Ltd

95039EAL
£5895 AD9310

EngorteLDtaLp95045HIR
E29000 AD95I I

HIFE Stmce E qtaFra ent95051 EUR
6150 00 AD9512

EUROBASE Co Ltd
9 5064A9 0

613500 AD9513
AVON Construct al

L1,30626
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Obviously this report is not quite acceptable. The
problem is mainly the fact that a'l text fields are left
justified within their columns, while numerica' fields are
right justified. Don't worry that the first two invoices
don't appear to have an order associated we then; the
orders for these were removed from the query when we
formed the Old Orders Archive.

Returning to the report itself, what we would I ke to do is
display it in Design View so that we can change the
position of the numeric fields. To do this, use the View,
Toolbars command, highlight the Report Design item
in the Toolbars list of the displayed dialogue box and
press the Show button, followed by the Close button.
This displays an additional Tool bar which allows you
access to the Design View button Clicking this button
displays the Report as follows:

fei Report Report

ILE,7"9".r""4""""7"""rr-

Under ID

 Deal

MEM MN 16
mi-rnimormzi-ma

rearair="--
11111MINEMENNI.-.1

1111E11M.--#6-1.11.11
Use the mouse to move the Amount data box, the
=Sum([Amount]) data box and the double lines above it
to the left, and then right justify the text in the Amount
label and data boxes and the formula at the botom of
the screen, as shown on the next page.
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The corresponding report is now as follows

Unpaid Invoices

IA hos 95

Oder ID Amout linwske No Nur
9 300 2STO 0120 84

AD9501 VORTEX Co Lid
9 5006PAR 0103 32

AD9 502 AV C N Comtructam

95010WEI E99 32
AD9 503 BARROWS M4606104

950 1 80L0 05598
AD9504 STONEACIE Lid

9502 5SIL E180 22
AD9505 PARKWAY Growl

95029 WD 1 068 52
AD9506 WESTWOOD Ltd

95039EAL 0111 56
AD9507 OLOWORDA Ltd

95045HIR 0123 45
AD9 508 SILVERSMITH Co

9505 1EUR E35 87
AD9 509

WORMOLAZE Ltd
95064AV C 058 95

AD9510 EALE40 ErginesDesep

L95823

This layout is obviously far more acceptable than that ofthe original report created by the Report Wizards.

We hope we have covered enough features of theprogram in this book and given you the foundations
needed to make you want to explore Access more fully.
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resizing 20

Windows
display arrangement 22
File Manager 43
program 3

Wizards
Form 70
aery 43
Report 78
Table 26
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COMPANION DISC OFFER

COMPANION DISCS for all books (other than this book and the
UNIX book), written by the same autior(s) and publisned by
BERNARD BABANI (pJblishing) LTD, are available and are listed
at the front of this book. Such books contain many pages of file/
program listings and there is no reason why you shoulc spend
hours typing such information into your computer, unless you wish
to do so, or need the practice. COMPANION DISCS are available
in both 3.5 -inch and 5.25 -inch formats and come with all the
example listings.

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

To obtain your copy of the companion disc, fill in the orcer form
below, enclose a cheque (payable to P.R.M. Oliver) or a postal
order, and send it to the address given below. Make sure you fill in
your name and address and specify the book numbe-, title and the
disc size in your order.

Book
No.

Book
Name

Unit
Price

Total
Price

BP £3.50

BP £3.50

BP £3.50

Name
Address

Disc Format 3.5 -inch.. 5 25 -inch

Sub -total

P&P
(@ 45p/disc'

Total Due

£

£

£

Send to: P.R.M. Oliver, CSM, Pool, Redruth, Cornwall, TR15 3SE

PLEASE NOTE
The author(s) are fully responsible for providing this Companion Disc service The publishers of this
book accept no responsibility for the supply. quality, or magretic contents of th 3 disc or in respect of
any damage, or injury that might De suffered or caused by ds use
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Bernard Babani Books

pow Access one step at a time
This book was written to help users to get to grips with
Access, Microsoft's latest Windows database. No previ-
ous knowledge of database design is assumed, but we do
discuss the main features of the package using simple
examples that the user is encouraged to type in, save, and
modify as more advanced features are introduced.

In short, we show you:
 How to manipulate windows on your screen by moving

them, sizing them, and closing them.

 How to start the Access package, and what the various
elements are that make up a database system.

 How to use Table Wizards to choose from sample
tables to automatically design an example database.

 How to use Form Wizards to create input masks to
facilitate data entry.

 How to use Query Wizards to create complex queries
to help manage your data.

 How to link together database tables to form a rela-
tional database management system.

 How to design forms and reports to display and print
information in a professional manner.

BP 362

i4'95

ISBN 0-85934-362-6
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